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An alphabetized collection of all the major ballet steps and positions is extensively illustrated
with original, easy-to-follow line drawings and includes a detailed daily ballet routine and
photographs of well-known performances

From School Library JournalYA-- Beautiful pencil drawings illustrate the basic ballet positions in
this revised and expanded edition that now includes a full glossary and index. As Dufort draws
and describes the steps and movements that are the center of classical ballet, beginners and
long-time fans will find much in which to delight.Copyright 1991 Reed Business Information, Inc.
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M Stewart, “Elegant!. I initially borrowed this book from our library to review ballet steps with my
daughter, who is taking ballet lessons. When I saw the lovely, realistic line drawings, I decided to
buy it for the educational help as well as the artistic value. My children and I have enjoyed
following the sketches as they have worked on drawing figures. They've even studied and
sketched pages of hands and feet, Da Vinci-style.  We are very pleased with this book!”

Roxy, “Adult ballerina. Bought this used. Reduce reuse recycle! Excellent shape. Perfect for a
ballerina looking for pictures of all poses and explanations of each move”

A. Walker, “Used to have this as a kid. I used this book as a dancer to aim for perfection. I used
some of the sketches of the dancers stretching to learn which stretches I should do. Fantastic
drawings and a beautiful book. My only caveat was that the seller put a little barcode sticker on
the cover which was disappointing.”

AtlNubian07, “Excellent. Good book”

joannelyh, “Beautiful illustrations. I bought this book because I borrowed it from a library as a
child, really loved it, and have always wanted it. I have been showing the book to kids that I
teach, to talk about the correct lines in ballet positions.”

Ms. Sarah E. Davis, “Gorgeous illustration.... I used to pour over this book as a child and
appreciate having it in my personal library. Full of helpful knowledge as well as art.”

Troy Lizenby, “Five Stars. Love the illustrations!”

NJElaine, “Excellent resouce - beautiful. This is a beautiful book that include photographs of
ballet performances from around the world, with pencil drawings that show, in detail, the
positions in basic leotard. What I love about this book is that it covers a wide range of
movements... from warming up and stretching, the basic positions, steps and movements, to pas
de deux. Every line and stance is drawn perfectly - from finger tip to toe. My daughter's dance
instructor borrowed the book to illustrate some of the pas de deux movements in her partnering
class, and I wanted to buy a copy for her. It's a shame this book is out of print, I would highly
recommend it - it's worth the search to acquire a copy!”

Dennis Speight, “Balletomane. An excellent introduction to ballet for non performers, I am not
qualified to judge it's value as a training manual.”

The book by Roger Copeland has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 12 people have provided feedback.
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